The impact of brain shift in deep brain stimulation surgery: observation and obviation.
The impact of brain shift on deep brain stimulation surgery is considerable. In DBS surgery, brain shift is mainly caused by CSF loss. CSF loss can be estimated by post-surgical intracranial air. Different approaches and techniques exist to minimize CSF loss and hence brain shift. The aim of this survey was to investigate the extent and dynamics of CSF loss during DBS surgery, analyze its impact on final electrode position, and describe a simple and inexpensive method of burr hole closure. Sixty-six patients being treated with deep brain stimulation were retrospectively analyzed for this treatise. During surgery, CSF loss was minimized using bone wax as a burr hole closure. Intracranial air volume was calculated based on early post-surgery stereotactic 3D CT and correlated with duration of surgery and electrode deviations derived from post-surgery image fusion. Median early post-surgery intracranial air was 2.1 cm(3) (range 0-35.7 cm(3), SD 8.53 cm(3)). No correlation was found between duration of surgery and CSF-loss (R = 0.078, p = 0.534), indicating that CSF loss mainly occurs early during surgery. Linear regression analysis revealed no significant correlations regarding volume of intracranial air and electrode displacement in any of the three principal axes. No significant difference regarding electrode deviations between first and second side of surgery were observed. CSF loss mainly occurs during the early phase of DBS surgery. CSF loss during a later phase of surgery can be effectively averted by burr hole closure. Postoperative intracranial air volumes up to 35 cm(3) did not result in significant electrode displacement in our series. Comparing our results to studies previously published on this subject, burr hole closure using bone wax is highly effective.